WHAT WE DO...
Promote and accelerate the growth of the agbioscience community

WE WILL...

AMPLIFY
The ag+bio+science innovation story

CONNECT
People and organizations through both traditional and unexpected partnerships

BUILD
A world class agbioscience workforce

ACTIVATE
An entrepreneurial mindset and accelerate early stage companies

Indiana will be the home to unparalleled agbioscience talent and innovation

WE ARE...

COLLABORATIVE. We facilitate strategic and cooperative engagement from all stakeholders.

PROUD. We confidently tell our story.

TENACIOUS. We work hard with grit and courage.

INCLUSIVE. We seek different points of view that support different forms of innovation.

ENTREPRENEURIAL. We stimulate creative, pioneering and extraordinary ideas and partnerships.

AGRINOVUS INDIANA
LEADING AGBIOSCIENCE GROWTH + INNOVATION

AG + BIO + SCIENCE where food, agriculture, science and technology converge

AGRINOVUSINDIANA.COM
Our Board Members are the forward-thinking leaders Indiana needs to make us the home of unparalleled agbioscience talent and innovation.

Our Innovation Council facilitates unique and intentional multi-disciplinary opportunities for our four key agbioscience sectors: plant sciences, animal health + nutrition, human food + nutrition and high tech agriculture. We tackle issues of talent and workforce, educational programming and entrepreneurial start-up support.